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Abstract:

Recently, a series of high-profile court cases have led the Director of Public Prosecution in the United Kingdom to publish a policy clarifying the exercise of its discretion in assisted suicide. Importantly, the experience in the United Kingdom serves as a timely reminder that Australia too should formulate its own guideline that detail how prosecutorial discretion will be exercised in cases of assisted suicide. This is especially given the fact that many Australian citizens are travelling to jurisdictions where assistance in dying is legal. Any policy should not, however, distract from addressing law reform on voluntary euthanasia. Australian legislators should be consulting with the public in order to represent the opinion of the majority. Nevertheless, any future policy and law reform implemented should provide adequate safeguards and be guided by the principle of individual autonomy.

I. Introduction

Like many countries, Australia is suffering from a culture of silence in regards to discussion on suicide.1 Unsurprisingly, this has resulted in a lack of attention being given to the issue of assisted suicide and the growing phenomenon of ‘suicide tourism’. Thus, many people who are wishing to die are deciding to fly to nations where assisted suicide is an option permitted by law. There have been continued failed attempts by Australian parliaments to legislate on euthanasia in the past and the year 2013 saw further failed attempts. Thus, Australia’s law on assisted suicide and suicide tourism remains in a state of confusion.2 The purpose of this article is to shed light on this morally and ethically charged topic by analysing the legal status of assisted suicide and suicide tourism in Australia. It is divided into several sections; firstly, the definitional differences between euthanasia, suicide and assisted suicide will be explored. This will be followed by a definition of ‘suicide tourism’ and then an analysis of the law on assisted suicide in Australia. The law in United Kingdom and Switzerland have also been analysed; the former because of the significance in the Director of Public Prosecution’s (DPP) recent clarification of how it will exercise its discretion in cases involving assisted suicide. Swiss law is analysed given the fact that it has become a popular jurisdiction to travel for many people who seek assistance in dying lawfully. Arguments both in favour and against prosecuting cases of assisted suicide will also be discussed in order to give the reader insight into the views of both sides of the debate. Lastly, this article makes a number of recommendations on how Australia should deal with assisted suicide and suicide tourism in the future.

II. Euthanasia, Suicide and Assisted Suicide

From the outset it is essential to clarify the differences between euthanasia, suicide and assisted suicide. This is especially due to the fact that there is no “bright dividing line”\(^3\) between euthanasia, assisted suicide and physician-assisted suicide; the distinction is a matter of degree.\(^4\)

Euthanasia involves the intentional killing of another person in order to end that person’s suffering.\(^5\) Voluntary euthanasia occurs when a person consents to a specific act or omission with the knowledge that this conduct will cause death. Non-voluntary euthanasia involves a person taking active steps to end the life of another where the person cannot give explicit consent. More ethically problematic is involuntary euthanasia, which involves a person taking active steps to end the life of another against his or her will. The focus of this article is on voluntary euthanasia and the autonomy of those who actively seek assistance in dying.

On the other hand, suicide is the act of self-termination. As stated by Sellers LJ: “every act of self-destruction is, in common language, described by the word ‘suicide’, provided it be the intentional act of a party knowing the probable consequence of what he is about”.\(^6\) Thus, the essential difference between euthanasia and suicide is the performance of the final act. If a third party performs the last act that causes the person’s death, euthanasia has occurred.

Conversely, assisted suicide is the term used when a competent person has formed a desire to terminate his or her life but requires assistance to perform the final act that will cause death. It is a special case of euthanasia popularly termed as ‘mercy killing’ by the general public, and by lawyers often described as ‘complicity in suicide’.\(^7\) Assisted suicide involves the active participation in bringing about a person’s death and also extends to a range of preparatory acts that form the heart of complicit and accessorial liability.\(^8\) Where the third person is a medical practitioner this is commonly referred to as physician-assisted suicide.

III. Suicide Tourism

The term ‘suicide tourism’\(^9\) is now commonly used to refer to treatment that has been planned in advance to take place outside a person’s usual place of residency.\(^10\) Advances in modern technology and increased global travel have created opportunities for people seeking to end their lives by travelling to jurisdictions where assisted suicide is legal.\(^11\) Although suicide tourism has become an increasingly popular option for Australian citizens who want to obtain
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\(^6\) In Re Davis [1968] 1 QB 72 at 82.

\(^7\) R Huxtable, Euthanasia, Ethics and the Law: From Conflict to Compromise, (Routledge-Cavendish, 2007), xv.


\(^9\) Some have argued that ‘suicide tourism’ is a rather unfortunate expression as it implies that people are going on a happy holiday to die, which trivialises the experience many terminally ill people are facing. See Healey, above n 5, 17.

\(^10\) Ibid, 22.

\(^11\) Murphy, above n 8, 348.
assistance in dying, the issue of suicide tourism has received little attention. Conversely, in the United Kingdom, suicide tourism has sparked a fierce debate; there are some who have urged their government to legalise assisted dying so that terminally ill patients do not have to travel abroad to die comfortably.\(^\text{12}\) On the other side of the debate, many British citizens have condemned the practice of suicide tourism and urged for the laws criminalising assisted suicide to extend to those who help a person die overseas.\(^\text{13}\)

As will be discussed in the following section, there is currently no law that explicitly prohibits suicide tourism in Australia. Suicide tourism does, however, raise the issue of the extra-territoriality of the law. As a general rule, the criminal law does not have extra-territorial application.\(^\text{14}\) Therefore, a person involved in assisting suicide would not be liable by helping a person to travel to another jurisdiction where assisted suicide is legal. However, this is unlikely to be an issue given the fact that, in many cases, the person who assisted the suicide would have engaged in a number of preparatory acts within the domestic state (such as making travel arrangements).\(^\text{15}\) The need for Australia to clarify its legal stance on suicide tourism will be further examined in section VII.

**IV. The Legal Framework in Australia**

In Australia, suicide and attempted suicide have been decriminalised.\(^\text{16}\) However, each State and Territory makes it unlawful to assist another person to commit suicide. The general position is that, even if a person is competent to make a decision and consents to ending their life, those who help to bring about their death are guilty of murder\(^\text{17}\) or aiding and abetting suicide.\(^\text{18}\)

In 1997, the Northern Territory became the first Australian jurisdiction to legalise euthanasia and assisted suicide. Under the *Rights of the Terminally Ill Act 1995* (NT) (the Act), persons aged 18 years or over suffering from a terminal illness could request a physician to assist them in dying. The Supreme Court held the Act to be valid in *Wake v Northern Territory*,\(^\text{19}\) and, during the 8 months of the Act’s effect, four people were reported to have obtained assistance in dying.\(^\text{20}\) However, the Act was subsequently overturned by the Commonwealth Government pursuant to its power under section 122 of the Australian Constitution, which allows the Federal Parliament to override legislation of Territories.\(^\text{21}\) The Government at the time was of the view that the Northern Territory’s legislation was sending a powerful
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\(^{16}\) See, for example, *Crimes Act 1900* (NSW), s 31A.
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\(^{18}\) See *Crimes Act 1900* (NSW), s31(c); *Crimes Act 1900* (ACT), s17; *Criminal Law Consolidation Act 1935* (SA), S13A(5); *Crimes Act 1938* (Vic), s 6B(2); *Criminal Code* (Qld), S311; *Criminal Code* (NT), ss161-162; *Criminal Code Act 1925* (Tas), s163; *Criminal Code* (WA), s288.
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\(^{20}\) Healey, above n 5, 32.

\(^{21}\) *Euthanasia Laws Act 1997* (Cth).
message to the Australian community that “vulnerable people are expendable and not valued” and did not want to appear to condone laws permitting euthanasia.

Conversely, the Commonwealth Government does not have the same constitutional power to overrule State legislation. Queensland is currently the only Australian parliament never to have considered legislation permitting euthanasia. However, initiatives by other State legislatures to legalise euthanasia have continuously been unsuccessful. For example, in 2008, a Bill allowing medically assisted suicide in the Victorian Parliament was rejected. Similarly, attempts by members of the Western Australian Parliament to introduce voluntary euthanasia have failed in 1997, 1998, 2000, and again in 2010.

In South Australia, the two voluntary euthanasia Bills introduced by Parliament were defeated in 2008, but there has been more recent attempts to legalise euthanasia. The latest Ending Life with Dignity (No.2) Bill 2013 is said to be a modified version of a bill introduced in February 2013, but even euthanasia supporter MP Bob Such has openly expressed doubts about the revised Bill, stating that it “almost realistically won’t pass”. The current South Australian legislation has been described by pro-euthanasia advocate, Philip Nitschke, as a “grey area” and has stated that he “can’t wait around for laws – I want to know what I can do with my own personal strategy”.

In Tasmania, the Greens introduced the Dying with Dignity Bill into Parliament in 2009. The Bill sought to “confirm the right of a person enduring a terminal illness with profound suffering to request assistance from a medically qualified person to voluntarily end his or her life...”. The Bill, which was based on the Northern Territory’s controversial euthanasia legislation, ultimately failed by 15 votes to 7. Despite this failure, the Greens have shown a commitment to working towards legalising voluntary euthanasia. In 2013, the Tasmania Parliament had yet again debated the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill that would have effectively made it legal for terminally persons to end their lives. Despite opinion polls indicating that the majority of the public support the legislation, the Bill was defeated in Parliament by 13 to 11 votes, leading some commentators to question “why are our legislators not representing public opinion?”. Notably, the Tasmanian Bill provided several safeguards described as “the strongest of the world”. This included:
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23Bartels and Otlowski, above n 4, 543.
24See the Medical Treatment (Physician Assisted Dying) Bill 2008 (Vic).
26See the Voluntary Euthanasia Bill 2008 (SA) and the Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care (Voluntary Euthanasia) Amendment Bill 2008 (SA).
28Philip Nitschke quoted in Mann, above n 2.
29Dying with Dignity Bill 2009 (Tas). Long Title.
31M Orlowski, “Another Voluntary Euthanasia Bill Bites the Dust”, The Conversation (online), 19 November
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• Requiring a competent patient to make three requests before any procedure being undertaken;
• A cooling-off period;
• Consent from two physicians;
• A requirement that the patient be diagnosed with a terminal illness or experiencing considerable suffering;
• Prior to providing any assistance, the treating physician must have reached a conclusion that there were no other treatment options available that may adequately, and to the patient’s satisfaction, improve his or her condition;
• A right for the patient to rescind their request at any time.  

Likewise, in New South Wales the three substantive attempts to legislate for voluntary euthanasia were rejected. Thus, in 2005 the Health Minister felt the need to release its Guidelines for End-of-Life Care and Decision-Making,34 which aimed to “end the confusion between both the public and health professionals about what is morally and legally permissible, and contrast that against illegal practices of euthanasia or assisted suicide”.35 The Guidelines are based on a number of principles, including the right of patients to receive or refuse life-prolonging treatment; to provide patients comfort and dignity to the dying person; and the obligation of healthcare professionals and families to work together to make compassionate decisions for patients who lack decision-making capacity, taking account of previously expressed wishes of the patients where these are known.36 The Guidelines, therefore, encourage planning in advance through making care directives.37 The recent case of Hunter and New England Area Health Services v A38 has clarified the legal recognition of advance care directives in NSW, providing that if it was made by a competent adult, and is clear and unambiguous, and extends to the situation at hand, it must be respected and given effect to.39

The Guidelines specifically make the distinction between assisted suicide and withholding or withdrawing life-sustaining treatment by medical physicians. It states that if the withdrawal or withholding of a patient’s treatment causes the patient to subsequently die, the law deems the cause of death as the patient’s underlying condition and not the actions of others.40 This means that medical practitioners in NSW can lawfully administer treatment to patients to relieve pain, even if the practitioner is aware that the administration of the treatment might

35Morris Iemma quoted in Bartels and Oltowski, above n 4, 542.
37An advance care directive is a document that expresses a patient’s wishes in regards to their medical treatment in the event that the patient becomes unable to make treatment decisions. They are sometimes referred to as a ‘living will’.
39Ibid, at 40.
40New South Wales Department of Health (2005), Guidelines for End-of-Life Care and Decision-Making, at [7.3].
also hasten death. However, the Guidelines stress that euthanasia and assisted suicide are crimes under the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW).\textsuperscript{41} It should also be noted that the NSW courts have held that there is no obligation for medical physicians to continue life-supporting treatment if it can be shown that it is not “in the patient’s best interest and welfare”.\textsuperscript{42}

In 2013, the NSW Parliament defeated The Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill that would have effectively given people with terminal illness the right to end their life. The Bill, which was defeated 23 to 13 votes, incited an emotional response from Members of Parliament, with some welcoming the defeat; while others seeing the defeat as failing to consider what the people of NSW want.\textsuperscript{43} However, it appears that the debate is far from over, with one MP stating: “This is not the end. It is an inevitable reform”.\textsuperscript{44}

Nevertheless, analysis of the Australian case law indicates that cases involving assisted suicide continue to pose a challenge for prosecutors and the courts. Australian prosecutors have shown reluctance to prosecute in these cases and, when they are prosecuted, are generally dealt with leniently by the courts.\textsuperscript{45} For example, in 2005, the then DPP, Nicholas Cowdery QC, was confronted with a defendant who had killed his wife to put an end to her suffering, which was brought on by multiple sclerosis. By consent, she had taken sleeping aid medication and then allowed her husband to suffocate her with a pillow. Under the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), the defendant had committed murder. However, Cowdery exercised his discretion and agreed to accept the lesser charge of aiding suicide stating: “I think those are the sorts of situations where good men and women - like that husband - should not be left at the mercy of the criminal law for acting humanely and compassionately, in a principled way and with the informed consent of the holder of the right to life”.\textsuperscript{46}

There are a number of other Australian cases where suspects that have been prosecuted for assisting suicide and received relatively lenient penalties. In \textit{R v Marden},\textsuperscript{47} the offender pleaded guilty to the murder of his wife, who was suffering from chronic arthritic pain. The couple had made a suicide pact, but the offender did not die. He was not required to serve any time in custody, having received a wholly suspended sentence. Similarly, a wholly suspended sentence was imposed on the offender in \textit{R v Hood},\textsuperscript{48} where the offender had aided his HIV-positive partner to commit suicide. A suspended sentence was also imposed on the offender in \textit{R v Maxwell},\textsuperscript{49} who had abetted the suicide of his wife who was dying from breast cancer; and the offender in \textit{R v Godfrey},\textsuperscript{50} who had assisted his terminally ill mother commit suicide, on the grounds that it was not in the public interest to impose a heavier sentence on a crime that was completely motivated by compassion.\textsuperscript{51}

\textsuperscript{41}Ibid, at [7.1].

\textsuperscript{42}Messiha v South East Health [2004] NSWSC 106 at [28].


\textsuperscript{44}http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/youre-all-gutless-euthanasia-bill-defeated-20130523-2k3jv.html

\textsuperscript{45}Bartels and Otowski, above n 4, 544.


\textsuperscript{47}\textit{R v Marden} [2000] VSC 558.


\textsuperscript{49}\textit{R v Maxwell} [2003] VSC 278.

\textsuperscript{50}\textit{R v Godfrey} (unrep, Sup Ct, Tas, 26 May 2004, Underwood J).

More recent is case is that of *DPP v Rolfe* where a husband and wife gassed themselves simultaneously. 52 Paramedics were able to revive the husband but not the wife. Cummins J imposed a wholly suspended sentence on the offender, observing that: “Normal sentencing considerations do not apply to you. Your actions do not warrant denunciation; you should not be punished; there is no need to deter you from future offences; and you do not require reformation. Two sentencing elements require consideration: general deterrence and mercy”.53

Of concern are cases where the notion of consent by the person wishing to die is tenuous. For example, in *R v Nicol*,54 the offender, who had agreed to follow his wife’s request to help her commit suicide, admitted that she may have said “stop” at one stage but felt he “needed to finish the job”.55 He received a wholly suspended sentence for 2 years. Similarly, in *R v Nestorowycz*,56 the offender attempted to kill her husband who was suffering from dementia and diabetes. Although the husband often pleaded with his wife to be taken home from his care facility, there was no clear evidence that the husband requested to die and, therefore, the case did not fall within the parameters of voluntary euthanasia. As stated by Harper J: “Judges do not have the right to decide whether someone else should live or die. Neither do you. Life - any life – is too important for that. So the Court cannot ignore the fact that you made a decision you had no right to make”.57

Consequently, in absence of any legislation allowing euthanasia, a person in Australia seeking to undertake a medically supervised suicide would need to travel to an overseas jurisdiction where the practice is legal.58 The case of *R v Justins* illustrates the overlap between assisted suicide, murder, and suicide tourism.59 In that case, the deceased, who was suffering from Alzheimer, asked his de facto partner (the accused) and a friend to assist him commit suicide. The accused had become aware that a drug called Nembutal would help achieve this and the friend travelled to Mexico to purchase and import the drug into Australia.60 The deceased was then given the drug and subsequently died. Both the partner and the friend were charged with aiding and abetting suicide, but were ultimately convicted of manslaughter and accessory to manslaughter.61

Unlike the United Kingdom, there is no statutory requirement or human rights convention obligating the DPP in Australian jurisdictions to publish information about it will exercise its discretion in certain cases. However, Australians deserve to be informed about how the DPP will exercise its discretion in cases involving assisted suicide and suicide tourism. Given the unique position prosecutors hold in the criminal justice system, it is important that there is transparency in how they determine where the public interest lies in every case considered for

52 *Director of Public Prosecutions v Rolfe* [2008] VSC 528.
53 Ibid, at 25.
54 *R v Nicol* [2005] NSWSC 547.
55 Ibid, at 12.
56 *Director of Public Prosecutions v Nestorowycz* [2008] VSC 385.
57 Ibid, at 4.
58 Murphy, above n 8, 348.
60 The drug Nembutal was recently taken by a 100 year old man who was not terminally ill but wished to commit suicide. See “Police tried to halt Qld 100yo’s euthanasia: doctor”, *The Brisbane Times* (online), 31 May 2011, <http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/police-tried-to-halt-qld-100yos-euthanasia-doctor-20110531-1fe8k.html>.
prosecution. The current position in Australia on assisted suicide is unclear and inconsistent and, as it will be argued below, clarification of the law and policy in this area is required. First, however, the way in which legislatures and courts overseas are grappling with the complexities of assisted suicide is examined.62

V. The Legal Framework in the United Kingdom and Switzerland

A United Kingdom

Like Australia, the United Kingdom (UK) has decriminalised suicide, but assisted suicide remains a criminal offence. Section 2(1) of the Suicide Act 1961 states that: “A person who aids, abets, counsels or procures the suicide of another, or an attempt of another to commit suicide, shall be liable on conviction to imprisonment for a term of imprisonment not exceeding fourteen years”.63

Similar to the Australian legislation, the UK legislation recognises there are circumstances where it may be lawful for doctors to withdraw or withhold medical treatment.64 This is where the doctor considers it not to be in “the best interests” of the patient to commence or continue medical treatment. The UK courts also recognise the “double effect” defence, which was explained by Lord Goff in Airedale NHS Trust v Bland as the situation where: “A doctor may, when caring for a patient who is, for example, dying of cancer, lawfully administer pain-killing drugs despite the fact he knows that an incidental effect of that application will be to abbreviate the patient’s life”.65

Nevertheless, the issue of assisted suicide remains a deeply contested issue in the UK.66 The three Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bills that were introduced during a three-year period have all failed to pass through Parliament. In 2010, after a period of public consultation, the DPP in the UK released its Policy for Prosecutors in respect of Cases of Encouraging or Assisting Suicide (the Policy), clarifying how the DPP will exercise its discretion in cases involving assisted suicide. Thus, the law in the UK on assisted suicide must now be read in conjunction with the prosecutorial guidelines, which sets out the factors that will be taken into consideration in determining whether or not to prosecute in cases involving assisted suicide. Under the Policy, there are 16 factors that favour prosecution and six factors that tend against it. Prosecution is more likely if, for example, the “victim”67 was under 18 years of age; the victim did not have the capacity to reach an informed decision; and the victim did not seek assistance or was pressured to commit suicide. On the other hand, the public interest factors tending against prosecution include: whether or not the victim unequivocally indicated his or her wish to commit suicide; whether the victim suffered from a terminal illness; and if the assistor offered only minor assistance.

62 It should be noted that the following jurisdictions have openly legalised assisted suicide: Belgium, the Netherlands, and the states of Oregon and Washington in the United States. However, this article does not focus on these jurisdictions.
63 Pretty vDPP [2002] 1 AC 800 at 55.
64 Airedale NHS Trust v Bland [1993] 2 WLR 316.
65 Ibid, at 370.
67 The term “victim” in the policy is used to describe the person who commits or attempts to commit suicide. Although it was recognised that it not everyone may agree that this is an appropriate description, it was considered to be the most suitable term to use in the context of the criminal law.
In particular, the Policy explicitly requires an assessment of whether “the suspect was wholly motivated by compassion” as a public interest factor tending against prosecution. Hence, the Policy places greater emphasis on the suspect’s motivation, rather than the health of the person seeking assistance. The practical implication of this is that a person who has acted compassionately in aiding another person who desired to die is unlikely to be prosecuted. Such a motive-based approach is surprising given the traditional treatment of motive in common law jurisdictions as legally unimportant providing that there is sufficient proof of the actus reus together with the requisite mens rea for committing the offence.

The DPP was forced to consider its policy on assisted suicide after two important House of Lords decisions. In *R (on the application of Purdy) v DPP*, the applicant, who was suffering from multiple sclerosis, sought information on whether her husband would be prosecuted in the event he assisted in her suicide. She urged that the DPP publish a policy relating to prosecution in cases where the suicide took place outside the UK. In its unanimous decision, the House of Lords were of the view that Mrs Purdy, and people in similar situations, are entitled to access sufficient information to guide their decision-making. They held that assisted suicide was a specific form of offence that merited clarity in the manner in which the DPP would exercise its discretion to prosecute and, therefore, ordered the DPP to: “promulgate an offence-specific policy identifying the facts and circumstances which he will take into account in deciding...whether or not to consent to a prosecution”.

This case can be contrasted with the earlier House of Lord’s decision in *Pretty v DPP*. Mrs Pretty, who was suffering from motor neurone disease, wanted assurance from the DPP that if her husband assisted her in ending her life he would not be subject to prosecution. Her argument was that the threat of prosecution in compassionate cases was in breach of the rights guaranteed under the *European Convention of Human Rights*. However, the House of Lords unanimously rejected her right-based arguments. The subtle difference between the decisions in Purdy and Pretty has been said to be that, unlike Mrs Pretty, Mrs Purdy was not seeking a guarantee that her husband would not face legal consequences should he assist her to die, but rather was seeking information detailing how the DPP would exercise its discretion to prosecute in cases involving assisted dying.
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68Crown Prosecution Service (2010), *Policy for Prosecutors in Respect of Cases of Encouraging or Assisting Suicide*, at [43(1)].
71Ibid, 455.
72*R (on the application of Purdy) v DPP* [2009] UKHL 45.
73Ibid, at 56.
74*Pretty v DPP* [2002] 1 AC 800.
75In particular, Art 8(1) of the ECHR, which provides that: “Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence”. Art 8(2) requires that any interference of the right to live free from interference is private life be “in accordance with the law”.
Importantly, the Policy clarifies important issues concerning suicide tourism. The DPP has now explained that the location of death is irrelevant and that its prosecutorial policy “is going to cover all assisted suicide. The same broad principles will apply. They’ve got to apply to all acts, in the jurisdiction or out of it”.\(^{77}\) Thus, an assisted suicide in London is legally equivalent to an assisted suicide in, for example, Zurich.\(^{78}\) It is worth noting that in the decision of \(Re Z\) it was stated in obiter that, although the contemplated suicide by Mr and Mrs Z was not a criminal act in Switzerland, “it seems to me inevitable that by making arrangements and escorting Mrs Z on the flight, Mr Z will have contravened s 2(1) of the \(Suicide Act\)”.\(^{79}\)

Nevertheless, prosecutors in the UK have shown a reluctance to prosecute in cases involving of assisted suicide.\(^{80}\) It has been reported that of 40 cases of suspected assisted suicide between 2009-2011, none were prosecuted.\(^{81}\) For example, the DPP refused to prosecute the parents of 23 year-old, Daniel James, whom they assisted to travel to Zurich to commit suicide despite the fact he was not terminally ill.\(^{82}\) The DPP was of the opinion that it was not in the public interest to prosecute because: “Daniel, as a fiercely independent young man, was not influenced by his parents to take his own life and the evidence indicates he did so despite their imploring him not to.”\(^{83}\)

Some have criticised the United Kingdom’s prosecutorial policy as being limited in its scope.\(^{84}\) This article does not intend to review the growing literature examining the Policy, but it is notable, as some critics have pointed out, the Policy is limited in that it only applies to assisted suicide and does not deal with voluntary euthanasia. This has lead some to criticise the Policy on the grounds that it does not respect the autonomy of those who seek to end their life voluntarily.\(^{85}\) To overcome some of the limitations with the Policy, White and Downie recommend 3 principles that should be adopted when constructing Australia’s own prosecutorial guidelines, which are: respecting autonomous choice; promoting high quality decision-making by prosecutors; and ensuring public confidence in the decisions of prosecutors.\(^{86}\) These are sound principles that, together with United Kingdom’s experience, will greatly assist Australia in developing its own model prosecutorial guidelines.

**B Switzerland**


\(^{78}\)Mullock, above n 70, 449.

\(^{79}\)\textit{In Re Z} [2005] 1 WLR 959 at 14 (Hedley J).

\(^{80}\)Mullock, above n 70, 447.


\(^{85}\)Ibid.
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Given the popularity of Switzerland as a resort for suicide tourism for both British and Australian citizens, Swiss law on euthanasia and assisted suicide is briefly discussed. The concept of euthanasia is not recognised under Swiss law. At present, euthanasia is punishable as murder under article 111 and manslaughter under article 113 of its Penal Code. However, under article 114, murder upon request by the victim, is treated less severely than murder without the victim’s request, but remains illegal.

Nevertheless, assisted suicide has been legal in Switzerland since 1937. Under article 115 of the Swiss Penal Code, it is not an offence to assist another person to commit suicide providing that the assistor was not motivated by self-interest. Hence, Swiss law requires an assessment of whether the suspect acted compassionately in providing assistance to the deceased.

Thus, Switzerland currently has the least restrictive laws on assisted suicide than any other jurisdiction in the world. This is also given the fact that there are no national residency requirements imposed on tourists seeking to obtain assistance in dying. Dignitas, the Swiss organisation that has assisted hundreds of foreigners in ending their lives since its establishment in 1998, has concluded that: “there could not be any discrimination just because of the residence of the person”. However, despite evidence that many Swiss citizens are in favour of continuing to legalise assisted suicide, they are discontent with the nation being described as a resort for suicide tourism.

Particularly of concern is that the Swiss law does not express any eligibility criteria that must be met before assisting a person’s death and provides only a few safeguards. This is concerning not only for Swiss citizens, but also for people around the world, including Australian citizens, who travel to Switzerland to end their life. Therefore, it is necessary for Australia to seriously consider whether it should introduce legislation that will allow those seeking to die to do so safely and comfortably within their own country.

**VI. Should Assisted Suicide Be Prosecuted?**

The following section discusses the arguments for and against prosecuting assisted suicide. From the outset, it should be noted that this is a highly controversial topic on which many people hold differing views. It is thereby unlikely that universal approval will ever be reached. However, an issue should not be ignored because it complex and, as stated by one
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88Swiss Penal Code, 21 December 1937, in force since 1 January 1942.
91Ibid.
Member of Parliament, “we are capable of drafting and enacting bills into laws that are complex”.

a) Arguments in favour of prosecution

Historically, laws against assisted suicide were based on religious doctrines. This included the argument that only God has the right to determine when a person will die and that suicide is a rejection of God’s gift of life. However, some have questioned whether these arguments still have force in a secular society such as Australia. They suggest that many people in contemporary society would be more supportive of laws that promote an individual’s right to autonomy, which includes the right to end one’s life with the assistance of family members and experts.

Another strong factor tending towards prosecution is that the suicide may not have been voluntarily and expressly requested. Indeed, in some cases, whether the deceased requested assistance in dying may be tenuous and difficult to ascertain, as seen in the Nicol’s case and Nestorowycz’s case. This is further complicated by the fact that the person who sought assistance is no longer alive and, therefore, is unable to provide evidence that they actually made a voluntary decision to die.

There is also an issue of whether the person had the mental capacity to make an informed decision to end their life. In Justins, there was evidence to support the argument that the 72-year-old deceased was not mentally competent. The deceased had applied to Dignitas for assistance previously, but his application was rejected because the organisation had doubts as to the deceased’s capacity to make an informed decision. The Court concluded that the jury must have been satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that a reasonable person in the defendant’s position would have been aware of the deceased’s lack of capacity.

Particularly problematic is determining whether assistance was motivated by self-interest or some ulterior motive. In many cases this motive may not be detectable given the fact it does not take a criminal mastermind to feign compassion or conceal self-interest. In R v McShane, evidence of this self-interest was captured by secret video surveillance that showed the defendant advising her mother how to consume an overdose and instructing her mother that her assistance must be kept secret or else she would be denied inheritance. However, the facts of McShane are exceptionally rare in that the prosecution in most cases are unlikely to have access to such compelling evidence.

96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
98 Murphy, above n 8, 352.
100 Director of Public Prosecutions v Nestorowycz [2008] VSC 385.
103 Mullock, above n 70,454.
105 Mullock, above n 70, 454.
Moreover, those against legalising assisted suicide frequently argue that it will pressure the frail and vulnerable to end their lives.\(^{106}\) It is believed that such pressure stems from the fact that many disabled patients may feel their existence is burdensome on their family.\(^{107}\) Legalising assisted suicide may also give rise to a range of conflicting interests, especially where a person has a financial interest. For example, it has been argued that legalising assisted suicide would, in the case of inheritance, “empower heirs and others to pressure and abuse older people to cut short their lives”\(^{108}\). A conflict of interest may also arise if the person will receive some sort of remuneration for their assistance.\(^{109}\) Also concerning is where the assisting organisation facilitating suicide for a fee is dependent on customers for the viability of the business and is therefore motivated by profit.\(^{110}\)

There is also the possibility that medical physicians have misdiagnosed patients. In London, for example, it was found that a number of patients were wrongly assessed as being in a persistent vegetative state, which had implications for their care, including the removal of life-support.\(^{111}\) Conversely, even if the diagnosis is correct, it is questionable how accurate a doctor can predict that a patient will die within a few months.\(^{112}\) Accordingly, it has been suggested that rather than alter the existing laws on assisted suicide, there should be a duty on governments “to minimise the fear of dying badly”.\(^{113}\)

It is also possible that people who are not terminally ill may obtain assistance in committing suicide. This includes minors,\(^{114}\) people suffering from treatable depression,\(^{115}\) or those who choose to commit suicide simply because of the fear of dying of old age.\(^{116}\) However, the solution to this problem would be to ensure that the legislation provides adequate safeguards that restrict assistance only to adults who are mentally competent and who are suffering from a terminal illness.\(^{117}\)

Furthermore, the slippery slope objection is often raised against legalising assisted suicide. Based on this objection, if assistance was legalised, it would diminish respect for human life and lead to the acceptance of lives being prematurely ended. Conversely, it has been argued that legalising assisted suicide would not lead to such dire consequences. Rather, “far from
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reducing respect for human life, respect would be enhanced when the personal autonomy of the frail and vulnerable is recognised and protected".118

Lastly, it is feared that if Australia legalises assisted suicide, it will attract suicide tourism.119 It is believed that legalising assisted suicide would attract foreigners wishing to die and make assisted suicide services a profit-driven business.120 However, as highlighted by Dr Nitschke, suicide tourism can easily be avoided by enforcing strict residential requirements so that foreigners would not be able to access laws that decriminalise assisted suicide.121

b) Arguments against prosecution

The law recognises the freedom for individuals to self-terminate their lives. Accordingly, it should follow that individuals should also be free to seek the assistance of others in bringing this about.122 People residing in jurisdictions that criminalise assisted suicide may feel they have no option but to engage in suicide tourism. As a result, many patients may end their lives sooner than desired due to needing to be physically fit to travel.123

It has also been argued that it is not in the public interest to prosecute in cases of assisted suicide. Prosecuting a merciful assistant has been said to be a waste of prosecutorial resources and against the public interest in pursuing a case that is anticipated to only result in a light sentence124 and, as the Australian case law discussed previously demonstrates, suspects of assisted suicide are generally afforded leniency. According to Sir Shawcross: “It is not always in the public interest to go through the whole process of the criminal law if, at the end of the day, perhaps because of mitigating circumstances, [or] what the defendant has already suffered, only a nominal penalty is likely to be imposed".125

Moreover, some argue that the fear that failing to prosecute assisted suicide would result in abuses and pose a threat to vulnerable people has not been substantiated.126 These critics have drawn on evidence from jurisdictions that permit assisted dying to demonstrate that they have implemented “significant safeguards, which are working well”.127 In fact, annual formal review of jurisdictions that have openly legalised euthanasia show that there has been no significant increase in assisted dying and that many patients have reported that a great weight has been lifted off them now that they know they have a choice to die in a dignified manner
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with medical assistance.\textsuperscript{128} Notably, the safeguards that have been implemented include the following:

- Testing whether the person requesting assistance is mentally competent and providing him or her with counselling prior to undertaking any procedure;
- Ensuring that the person made the decision voluntarily and informed;
- Restricting assistance to only to those suffering from terminal illness and requiring at least two doctors to confirm that the patient’s condition is in fact terminal; and
- Requiring a cooling-off period before any procedure is carried out.\textsuperscript{129}

Furthermore, continuing to criminalise assisted suicide is anomalous with the present law that makes it lawful for doctors to withdraw medical treatment in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{130} As highlighted previously, at common law there is no obligation for medical professionals to treat an adult where “no benefit at all would be conferred”.\textsuperscript{131} This is further complicated by recognition of advance care directives, which make it mandatory for doctors to respect the wishes of terminally ill patients who have expressed the refusal of life-sustaining measures prior to becoming incompetent.\textsuperscript{132}

Lastly, the reality is that global travel has made suicide tourism an option for many people wishing to end their lives. Thus, continuing to criminalise assisted suicide tourism is less than satisfactory in that it comes at the great cost of exporting suicidal citizens to an overseas jurisdiction where assistance is too easily available.

\textbf{VII. Recommendations for Australia}

As this article has made abundantly clear, the legal status of assisted suicide in Australia is ambiguous and inadequate. Thus, it is timely that Australian governments devise a legal framework that clearly sets out the circumstances in which terminally ill people can seek assistance in dying. It is not being recommended that euthanasia and assisted suicide be legalised, but that these issues be seriously considered by parliaments after wide public consultation and be guided by the underlying principle of individual autonomy.

At the very least, especially while euthanasia and assisted suicide remains illegal, prosecuting and sentencing guidelines should be formulated and made publicly available. This would ensure that decisions to prosecute are made predictably and consistently, which would be beneficial for a range of people, including family members of terminally ill patients, medical practitioners and prosecutors. Such a policy should make clear that it does not in any way decriminalise the offence of assisting suicide and should not be taken as an assurance that a person will be immune from prosecution if he or she offers assistance. Accordingly, the criminal law will continue to act as a sufficient deterrent from committing murder disguised as suicide, but at the same time recognise that compassionate assistance is a different form of killing that deserves to be more mercifully dealt with.

\textsuperscript{128} In particular, annual reviews of Oregon’s (USA) euthanasia laws show that its laws are working well and that there has not been a significant increase in physician assisted suicide since it was legalised. See Healey, above n 4, 15.
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It is also recommended that Australia’s prosecutorial policy explicitly state in what circumstances helping someone travel to another jurisdiction to commit suicide would face prosecution. On the one hand, Australia can follow the approach taken in the United Kingdom so that the jurisdiction in which the suicide takes place is irrelevant to the lawfulness of assisting suicide. This argument becomes stronger when considering the fact that many acts of preparatory assistance occur in the home jurisdiction.\(^{133}\)

On the other hand, it is arguable whether it is in the public interest to prosecute in cases involving suicide tourism. Some have persuasively argued that it would be against the public interest to prosecute sympathetic family members and friends who accompany a loved one abroad.\(^{134}\)

In summary, it is strongly recommended that:

- Australia seriously considers whether it is now time to legalise voluntary euthanasia. A boarder societal debate is required in the near future before any attempt to change the law on assisted dying. Ultimately, whether voluntary euthanasia is legalised should reflect the opinion of the majority;

- Regardless whether voluntary euthanasia laws are passed, it is inevitable that instances of assisted suicide and suicide tourism occur and will continue to occur.\(^ {135}\) Therefore, Australian prosecutors should develop a policy that clearly states how it will exercise its discretion in cases of assisted suicide and suicide tourism;

- Initially, Australia should use the United Kingdom’s prosecutorial policy as guidance while it develops its own policy; and

- Any legislative reforms and policy should be guided by the principle of individual autonomy.

**VIII. Conclusion**

As the population ages and people are living longer with severe illnesses, it is pertinent that Australia considers its current stance on assisted suicide and suicide tourism. When someone severely suffering contemplates death, the law in Australia permits that person to end his or her life. Though, the reality is death often involves family and friends.\(^ {136}\) Whether Australia legalises voluntary euthanasia should be decided after consultation with the public and any legislative reforms that follow should represent the public’s opinion. However, regardless of whether or not such laws are passed, at the very least, there should be recognition of circumstances where assisted suicide will be within the parameters of the law. Requiring the DPP to publish an offence-specific policy on assisted suicide would help achieve greater certainty in the criminal law and enable individuals to regulate their lives in a way that minimises the prospect of them being prosecuted.\(^ {137}\) The final guidelines published by the
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DPP in the United Kingdom, which was formulated after consultation with academics, health providers, politicians and religious groups, provide guidance on how Australia should formulate its own prosecutorial policy. A range of people, including family members, medical practitioners and prosecutors, would welcome such a policy. On a final note, the reality of modern medicine has transformed our experience of life and death, so that, in the words of Jean Martin: “Il n’y a pas de mort naturelle” (“there is no natural death”).

<http://www.opp.vic.gov.au/resources/1/a/1a61df80404a17d6b4b5ff5f2791d4a/purdy_implications_speech+_r
vised_oct09.pdf>.
